Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that makes the most sense in the sentence.

1. My doctor wanted me to come in for a ________________ visit next week.
   follow-through     far-off     high-tech     follow-up

2. They seemed to be having a very ________________ conversation at the dinner table.
   in depth     close-up     in-depth     close up

3. My sister enjoyed seeing the ________________ dinosaur replicas at the science museum.
   life-size     high-rise     high rise     part-time

   high-rise     strong-arm     life-size     empty-handed

5. This author has written many novels and is very ________________.
   half-mast     hush-hush     well-known     well known

Directions: Circle the words that are nouns.

long-term     follow-through     runner-up     left-handed     well-being